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Efficient removal of both basic and non-basic nitrogen compounds from fuels by deep eutectic solvents

Mohammad Chand Ali, Qiwei Yang, Andrew Aaron Fine, Wenbin Jin, Zhiguo Zhang, Huabin Xing and Qilong Ren

The removal of nitrogen compounds (N-compounds) from fuels has attracted considerable attention because of the necessity to reduce nitrogen oxide emissions and improve sulfur elimination. In this work, we reported a novel denitrogenation method of fuels using deep eutectic solvents (DESs) as extractants, and demonstrated the essential role of a rational control of the physicochemical character of DESs in achieving superior denitrogenation performance. Among the investigated DESs, the 1:2 molar mixture of choline chloride and phenylacetic acid presented the best denitrogenation performance, showing simultaneous efficient removal of both basic and non-basic N-compounds. Without chemical reactions, the extraction efficiencies of pyridine and carbazole at 308 K with a 1:1 DES:oil ratio were 99.2% and 98.2%, respectively, and the selectivities to n-heptane were higher than 10000. This was better than the performance of conventional conventional solvents. The extraction efficiency was not sensitive to the DES:oil mass ratio and temperature, and remained unchanged after four regeneration cycles. Plus the “green solvents” character of DESs, these results collectively demonstrate the considerable potential of DESs as promising materials for the green and efficient denitrogenation of fuels.

Introduction

The removal of nitrogen compounds (N-compounds) from fuels has been paid considerable attention over the last few years, not only because of the increasingly stringent environmental regulations on the nitrogen content in transportation fuels to reduce nitrogen oxide emissions, but also due to the inhibiting effect of N-compounds on the hydrodesulphurization process of fuels. Nowadays the most popular denitrogenation method in industry is hydrodenitrogenation, but it requires a harsh operation condition and large cost of hydrogen resource and equipment, and is difficult to get high denitrogenation efficiency. In this context, it is of great necessity to develop non-hydrogenation denitrogenation technologies for the purification of fuels, such as liquid-liquid extraction and adsorption. However, because there are both basic N-compounds (e.g. pyridine, quinoline) and non-basic N-compounds (e.g. carbazole, indole and pyrrole) in the fuels and their physicochemical characteristics are very different, such denitrogenation technologies often encounter the dilemma of failure in simultaneous efficient removal of both basic and non-basic N-compounds. Acidic extractants or adsorbents, e.g. liquid acids, metal ion-loaded solvents and framework materials could efficiently separate basic N-compounds from fuels, but their affinity to non-basic N-compounds was much lower. Other materials such as aprotic solvents could achieve good removal of non-basic N-compounds, but were much less effective for removing basic ones. Another troublesome problem is the considerable loss of oils during denitrogenation processes due to relatively low separation selectivity of N-compounds to oils. Strategies to address this problem mostly rely on the Brönsted or Lewis acid-base reactions between N-compounds and separation materials, but at the cost of increased difficulty in the recycle of materials. Besides, an environmentally undesirable large consumption of volatile solvent usually accompanies these denitrogenation processes. Recently, the development of ionic liquid-based denitrogenation technologies has received remarkable progress in addressing the above problems, owing to the attractive features of ionic liquids such as negligible volatility and tunable solvation properties. However, concerns about the multistage synthesis and purification, the relatively large cost and the possible toxicity of ionic liquids were also reported. Therefore, it remains an important and challenging task to develop new materials for fuel denitrogenation to achieve simultaneous efficient removal of both basic and non-basic N-compounds along with high selectivity, easy regeneration and environmental merits.

As a new class of solvents, deep eutectic solvents (DESs) have received more and more attention in most recent years since the pioneering work of Abbott et al. DESs have the interesting features of ionic liquids such as very low volatility and tunable physicochemical characteristics, thus provide new opportunities for...
the improvement of chemical processes along with much lower emissions of volatile organic compounds than molecular solvents. Moreover, because DESs are usually obtained by a simple mixing of two cheap and safe compounds, in many cases they are superior to ionic liquids in terms of toxicity and cost and lead to enhanced greenness and economy of applications. Up to now, DESs have been used as efficient green solvents in a variety of applications such as catalysis, extraction, electrochemistry and biochemistry. However, the removal of N-compounds from fuels by DESs has not been reported.

Herein, we for the first time reported a DES-based denitrogenation method of fuels that features highly efficient removal of both basic and non-basic N-compounds as well as excellent selectivity of N-compounds to fuel oils. The essence of this method is the preparation of DESs with good dual hydrogen-bond donor/acceptor ability and high polarity, which enables strong specific interactions with both basic and non-basic N-compounds and weak affinity to oils. We also showed how we could achieve such good denitrogenation performance with only physical-extraction mechanism by tuning the property of DESs, which avoids the dilemma of troublesome regeneration in reaction-induced denitrogenation. With the top-performing DES choline chloride:phenylacetic acid (1:2, molar ratio) as extractant at a DES:oil mass ratio of 1:1, the extraction efficiencies of basic pyridine and non-basic carbazole were 99.2% and 98.2%, respectively, and the pyridine-to-heptane and carbazole-to-heptane selectivity were 28065 and 11826, respectively, superior to those of the compared extractants. We noted that during the preparation of this work, Hizaddin et al. reported a COSMO-RS simulation study concerning the denitrogenation with DESs without any experiments and its conclusion that urea-based DESs are top-performing DESs is contrast to the experimental conclusion of this work. To our best knowledge, this work is the first experimental research on the fuel denitrogenation with DESs, and it reveals that not all DESs are suitable for the denitrogenation of fuels and a precise control of the property of DES is crucial for achieving efficient nitrogen-removal, high selectivity and favorable recyclability simultaneously.

Results and discussion

Extraction of N-compounds by DESs

Eight DESs with different components were synthesized to investigate the removal efficiency of N-compounds from model oil (Table 1). The obtained distribution coefficients ($D$) and extraction efficiencies ($E$) of N-compounds at 308 K are listed in Table 2, with a

| Table 1 Compositions and abbreviations for DESs used in this work |
|-----------------|-----------------|---------------|-----------------|
| Component 1    | Component 2     | Mole ratio    | Abbreviation   |
| Choline chloride| Malonic acid    | 1:1           | DES1           |
| Choline chloride| Glycolic acid   | 1:1           | DES2           |
| Choline chloride| Phenylacetic acid| 1:2           | DES3           |
| Choline chloride| Phenylpropionic acid| 1:2         | DES4           |
| Choline chloride| Glycerol        | 1:2           | DES5           |
| Choline chloride| Urea            | 1:2           | DES6           |
| Glycerol       | Citric acid     | 2:1           | DES7           |
| Fructose       | Malic acid      | 1:1           | DES8           |

| Table 2 Distribution coefficient ($D$) and extraction efficiency ($E$) of carbazole and pyridine with different extractants at 308 K with a 1:1 mass ratio of extractant:oil* |
|-----------------|-----------------|---------------|---------------|
| Extractant      | $D_{py}$        | $D_{car}$     | $E_{py}$      | $E_{car}$     |
| DES1            | 0.529           | ~ +∞          | 34.6%         | 100%          |
| DES2            | 4.1             | ~ +∞          | 80.4%         | 100%          |
| DES3            | 54.4            | 129.1         | 98.2%         | 99.2%         |
| DES4            | 47.1            | 26.1          | 97.9%         | 96.3%         |
| DES5            | 3.74            | 1.06          | 78.9%         | 51.4%         |
| DES6            | 0.67            | 0.07          | 40.1%         | 6.5%          |
| DES7            | 0.000           | ~ +∞          | 0.0%          | 100%          |
| DES8            | 0.003           | ~ +∞          | 0.3%          | 100%          |
| DMSO            | 69.5            | 3.97          | 98.6%         | 79.9%         |
| DMF             | 26.6            | 4.49          | 96.4%         | 81.8%         |
| 70% acetic acid | 1.69            | ~ +∞          | 62.8%         | 100%          |
| [Bmim][N(CN)$_2$] | ~ +∞            | 2.81          | 100%          | 73.8%         |

* $~ +∞$ means that the concentration of N-compound in the raffinate phase was too small to get an accurate value of distribution coefficient. The corresponding $E$ value was almost 100%.

1:1 mass ratio of DES to oil. According to the individual $D$ and $E$ values of pyridine and carbazole by each DES, these DESs can be divided into different groups. The first group includes one choline chloride-based DES (DES1) and two DESs without choline chloride (DES7, DES8), characterized by almost 100% removal of pyridine from model oil but a poor ability of removing carbazole ($D < 0.5$; $E < 35$%). The second group is DES2 that showed almost 100% removal of pyridine and a moderate efficiency of removing carbazole ($D = 4.1$; $E = 80.4$%). The third group includes DES3 and DES4, which exhibited excellent removal efficiency for both pyridine ($D = 129.1$; $26.1$; $E = 99.2%$, 99.3%) and carbazole ($D = 54.4$, 47.1; $E = 98.2%$, 97.9%). And the last group includes DES5 and DES6, showing poor extraction ability for both pyridine ($D = 106$, 0.07; $E = 51.4%$, 6.5) and carbazole ($D = 3.74$, 0.67; $E = 78.9%$, 40.1%).

Except the last group, all the DESs exhibited an excellent performance on the removal of pyridine. Most of all, DES3 was highly efficient for both basic pyridine and non-basic carbazole, which is of great interest for the denitrogenation of fuels because fuels always contain both basic and non-basic N-compounds. Comparisons were made between DESs and conventional extractants. The compared conventional extractants include both polar aprotic solvents (dimethyl sulfoxide, dimethyl formamide) and organic acid (70% aqueous solution of acetic acid), as well as an ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide, ([Bmim][N(CN)$_2$]). Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), dimethyl formamide (DMF) and aqueous acetic acid have been reported as classical denitrogenation extractants of fuel oils by previous studies, and [Bmim][N(CN)$_2$] is one of the most effective denitrogenation extractant among the reported ionic liquids. As presented in Table 2 and Fig. 1, all the investigated conventional extractants could only be highly efficient for one of the two N-compounds, without the ability of simultaneous efficient removal of both basic and non-basic N-compounds. The 70% aqueous acetic acid was very effective for the extraction of pyridine, with an extraction efficiency of almost 100%, but it performed much worse in the extraction of carbazole ($D = 1.69$; $E = 62.8%$). Contrarily, DMSO, DMF and [Bmim][N(CN)$_2$]...
showed good distribution coefficient and extraction efficiency for carbazole, but their ability of removing pyridine from model oil was much lower ($D < 4.5; E < 82\%$). In other words, with regard to the simultaneous efficient removal of both basic $N$-compound and acidic $N$-compound, which is the requirement of practical applications, DES3 was superior to all the compared common solvents and ionic liquid in Fig. 1.

More interesting findings were obtained from the extraction experiments besides the values of $D$ and $E$. As presented in Table 2, the extraction efficiencies of pyridine by DES1, DES2, DES7 and DES8 were all almost 100\%, higher than those obtained by DES3 and DES4, looking that these DESs are better solvents for removing pyridine than DES3 and DES4. However, this is not right after a careful analysis of the extraction results. When performing high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis for the samples of the two equilibrated phases of model oil + DES3 (or DES4) systems, it was found that there was a peak of pyridine in the samples of both oil phase and DES phase with a good mass conservation (Fig. 2), indicating that in these systems pyridine was extracted by a physical extraction mechanism. However, when performing HPLC analysis for the samples of model oil + DES1 (or DES2, DES7, DES8) systems, although only a minimal peak of pyridine was observed in the sample of oil phase that demonstrated an excellent removal of pyridine, there was no pyridine peak in the sample of DES phase. This result indicated that the extracted pyridine in these DESs no longer existed in the form of pyridine molecule, but a derivative as a reaction product of pyridine with DESs, in other words, experienced a reactive extraction mechanism.

It is of great interest that DESs 3,4 and DESs 1,2,7,8 exhibited distinct extraction mechanism of pyridine although one component of these DESs were all carboxylic acids, especially considering that the extraction efficiencies of pyridine by non-reactive DES3 and DES4 were only slightly lower than those of reactive DESs 1,2,7,8. Because the regeneration of extractant would be much easier in non-reactive physical extraction processes than in reactive extractions, DES3 and DES4 are more promising extractants than the reactive DESs for removing pyridine. In fact, considering that the efficient extraction of pyridine by aqueous acetic acid and other conventional acidic materials are also usually based on chemical reactions, DES3 and DES4 are still attractive even if compared with them. This phenomenon aroused our great interest in the question that whether we can rationally design DESs with such non-reactive high efficiency of removing pyridine. To shed light on this question, we investigated the relationship between the extraction performance for pyridine and the property of DESs. Excitingly, it was discovered that whether the DES-based denitrogenation was physical extraction or chemical extraction significantly related to the proton dissociation enthalpy of the hydrogen-bond donor (HBD) component of DESs. The HBD component refers to one of the two components of DES that has relatively strong hydrogen-bond donor ability, usually the carboxylic acids, while the other component usually serve as hydrogen-bond acceptors (HBA) in the formation of DESs with HBD. As shown in Fig. 3, when the proton dissociation enthalpy of HBD is lower than approximately 1400 kJ mol$^{-1}$, all the DESs extract pyridine through chemical reactions, whereas the extractive denitrogenation by DESs becomes physical extraction process when the proton dissociation enthalpy is higher than 1400 kJ mol$^{-1}$. Moreover, an approximate linear relationship was even discovered between the proton dissociation enthalpy of HBD and the extraction efficiency of pyridine in the physical extraction process.
region. These results strongly suggest the essential role of a precise control of the proton dissociation enthalpy of HBD (in other words the acidity of HBD) in developing efficient DESs for the removal of pyridine. A too high proton dissociation enthalpy (low acidity) will lead to poor removal efficiency of pyridine, while a too low enthalpy (high acidity) will lead to proton-transfer reaction between DESs and pyridine and thus more difficult regeneration of DESs.

In fact, an excessive acidity of HBD in DESs probably also leads to disfavored extraction of carbazole. For DESs 1~4 that comprise choline chloride and carboxylic acid, the extraction efficiency of carbazole showed the order DES1<DES2<DES3=DES4 (Table 2), which is very similar to the order of the proton dissociation enthalpy of corresponding HBDs (Fig. 3). A higher acidity of HBD probably caused a stronger “internal” HBD-HBA interaction in DESs and thus weakened the “external” HBA ability of DES to extract the hydrogen-bond acidic molecule carbazole. The failure of removing carbazole by choline chloride-free DES7 and DES8 indicated the importance of the structure of HBA component of DES. Glycerol and fructose in DES7 and DES8 are much weaker HBAs than choline chloride, thus leading to much poorer extraction of carbazole than the other choline chloride-based DESs. These analyses collectively indicate that the better denitrogenation performance of DES3 than others can be ascribed to its good dual HBD/HBA ability. Besides, it is also noted in Table 2 that the urea-based DES6 showed poor extraction efficiency for both carbazole and pyridine, which is largely different from the suggestions of conductor-like screening model for real solvents (COSMO-RS) simulations.32

Solubility of n-heptane in DESs and selectivity of N-compounds to n-heptane

To achieve an economic feasibility, an industrially attractive denitrogenation extractant must have not only high extraction efficiency of N-compounds, but also minimal solubility of oils in the extractant to obtain large nitrogen-to-oil selectivity. Therefore, the solubility of n-heptane in DES3, which showed the best nitrogen-removal efficiency among the investigated DESs, was compared with those in the conventional solvents. As presented in Fig. 4, the solubility of n-heptane in DES3 at 308 K was only 4.6 mg g⁻¹, much smaller than those in DMSO (16.2 mg g⁻¹) and DMF (105.44 mg g⁻¹), and very similar to those in 70% aqueous acetic acid (3.3 mg g⁻¹) and [bmim][N(CN)₂] (4.7 mg g⁻¹). As a consequence, among the compared extractants, only DES3 exhibited simultaneously excellent selectivity for both pyridine and carbazole to n-heptane (Fig. 5). The selectivity of pyridine to n-heptane by DES3 was 28065, approximately 35~650 times as large as those by [bmim][N(CN)₂], DMSO and DMF. The selectivity of carbazole to n-heptane by DES3 was 11826, approximately 3~47 times as large as those by DMSO, DMF and 70% aqueous acetic acid. Therefore, compared to the investigated conventional extractants, DES3 not only had high extraction efficiency of both basic and non-basic N-compounds, but also achieved minimal solubility of n-heptane and large selectivity of N-compounds to n-heptane, which is highly attractive for the denitrogenation of fuels. The high polarity of DESs is considered responsible for the restrained solubilization of n-heptane.33,34 If taking other characters including the low volatility, good biocompatibility and easy preparation of DESs into account, the advantage of DESs becomes even more pronounced.

Effect of mass ratio on denitrogenation

The effect of the mass ratio of DES:oil on the denitrogenation was investigated for the extraction of pyridine and carbazole from model oils, with results presented in Fig. 6. As observed, the distribution coefficient decreased with increasing the mass ratio of DES3:oil, e.g., at DES3:oil mass ratio of 1:1, the distribution coefficients of pyridine and carbazole were 129.1 and 54.4, respectively, and became to 43.6 and 31.1 at DES3:oil mass ratio of 1:5. Nevertheless, the decreased values were still considerably large for both pyridine and carbazole. The extraction efficiency was not too sensitive to the increase of DES3:oil mass ratio. At 1:5 DES3:oil mass ratio, the extraction efficiencies of pyridine and carbazole were 89.7% and 86.1%, respectively, showing that a good denitrogenation performance still can be realized with a low DES:oil ratio.

Effect of temperature on denitrogenation

In order to assess the effect of temperature, five temperature points from 293 K to 333 K were selected for the extraction of pyridine and
Fig. 6 Effect of the mass ratio of DES3 to oil on the distribution coefficient (D, dashed lines) and extraction efficiency (E, solid lines) of pyridine (blue) and carbazole (red) at 308 K

Fig. 7 Effect of temperature on the distribution coefficient (D, dashed lines) and extraction efficiency (E, solid lines) of pyridine (blue) and carbazole (red) with a 1:1 mass ratio of DES3 to oil.

Fig. 8 Effect of initial concentration of N-compounds on the extraction efficiency of pyridine (dark) and carbazole (light) in different regeneration cycles of DES3.

Temperature. The distribution coefficient only slightly decreased at the higher temperature ranges, and the extraction efficiency was almost constant to be 99% and 98% for pyridine and carbazole, respectively. These results demonstrate that the denitrogenation performance of DES3 can be attractive and stable in a wide temperature range, and also imply the non-reactive nature of the extractive removal of N-compounds by DES3 because reaction-induced chemical extractions usually have notable temperature dependence due to the more significant thermal effect of reactions.

**Effect of initial concentration**

Considering that the concentration of N-compounds in various fuels is different, we investigated the effect of the initial concentration of pyridine and carbazole in model oil on denitrogenation, with a concentration range of 500-1500 ppm for pyridine and 50-200 ppm for carbazole, respectively. As presented in Fig. 8, the variations of the extraction efficiency of pyridine and carbazole were both ignorable within the investigated concentration range, signifying that the effectiveness of this denitrogenation approach is not restricted to fuel oils with a specific nitrogen concentration and is likely to be maintained even for those nitrogen-rich fuels.

**Regeneration of DES**

The regeneration of DES was performed by stripping with n-heptane. Fig. 9 shows the extraction efficiency of pyridine and carbazole using regenerated DES3. It can be seen that, the regenerated DES3 proved as effective as fresh one after four cycles, with almost constant values of extraction efficiency for both pyridine and carbazole. Therefore, the reusability of DES3 was demonstrated, which is attractive for the practical applications of extractive denitrogenation of fuels.

**Conclusions**

In summary, we reported a novel denitrogenation method of fuels using DESs as extractants. This method is capable of combining many attractive features, including a simultaneous efficient removal of both basic N-compound and non-basic N-compound, an excellent selectivity of N-compound to oil, a physical extraction mechanism, and the “green” character and relatively low cost of materials. The structure of DESs showed notable influence on the denitrogenation,
not only on the removal ability for N-compounds, but also on the extraction mechanism. A precise control of the acidity of the HBD component in DES is crucial for the denitrogenation performance. A too low acidity leads to insufficient affinity to the basic N-compound, while a too high acidity leads to chemical reaction between DES and basic N-compound and troubled extractant regeneration. Excessive acidity of HBD and insufficient hydrogen-bond basicity of HBA would probably also lead to weak extraction of non-basic N-compound. Among the investigated DESs, the 1:2 molar mixture of choline chloride and phenylacetic acid (abbr. DES3) presented the best denitrogenation performance owing to its good dual HBD/HBA ability. Without chemical reactions, the extraction efficiencies of pyridine and carbazole by DES 3 at 308 K with a 1:1 DES:oil molar ratio were 99.2% and 98.2%, respectively, better than the performance of DMSO, DMF, 70% aqueous acetic acid and [Bmim][N(CN)\textsubscript{3}]. These high extraction efficiencies, plus the low solubility of n-heptane due to the high polarity of DES, contributed to excellent selectivity of pyridine/carbazole to n-heptane, with values higher than 10000. The extraction efficiency was not sensitive to the DES:oil mass ratio and temperature, and the DES was well regenerated without loss of efficiency after four cycles. These results collectively demonstrate the considerable potential of DESs as promising materials for the green and efficient denitrogenation of fuels, and also are instructive for the design of DESs with superior performance.

**Experimental**

**Chemicals and materials**

Phenylacetic acid (≥99.5%) and phenylpropionic acid (≥99.5%) were purchased from Shanghai Lingfeng Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. n-Heptane (≥99%) and choline chloride (≥98%) were received from Aladdin Industrial Inc., China. Citric acid (99.5%), malic acid (≥99%), malonic acid (≥98%), carbazole (≥95%), pyridine (≥99.5%), urea (≥99%), glycerol (≥99%), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, ≥99.5%), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, ≥99%) and acetic acid (≥99.5%) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. [Bmim][N(CN)\textsubscript{3}] (≥99%) was purchased from Lanzhou Greenchem ILS, LCP, CAS. All reagents were used as received without further purification.

**Synthesis of DESs**

The two components to form DESs were mixed at an appropriate molar ratio in a round-bottomed flask. After that, the mixture became a transparent liquid by vigorously stirring with a magnetic stirrer at a temperature of 353±373 K for 1~1.5 h. The structure of obtained DESs was confirmed by \textsuperscript{1}H NMR analysis. Before used in extraction, the DESs were dried under high vacuum above their melting points for 24 h.

**Extraction**

In the extractive denitrogenation, model oils were prepared by dissolving an appropriate amount of pyridine (500 ppm) and carbazole (200 ppm) in n-heptane (here, ppm refers to mass fraction). Typically, the resulting model oil solutions were mixed with pure DESs at 1:1 mass ratio, followed by shaking at a speed of 250 rpm in a shaker (Shanghai Zhichu ZQTY-70) for 2 h at a constant temperature and then settling for 2 h at the same temperature. The shaking time was checked to be enough for attaining the extraction equilibrium by preliminary experiments (see Fig. S1 in Supporting Information). Samples of both phases were taken by pipette without disturbing the phase boundary, and were diluted with methanol for high performance liquid chromatography analysis.

**HPLC analysis of N-compounds**

HPLC was used to analyze the concentration of N-compounds in both light and heavy phases.\(^5\) The HPLC system consisted of an autosampler, Atlantis T3 (5µm, 4.6 × 250 mm) column, a Waters 1525 binary pump and a Waters 2487 dual λ absorbance detector. The mobile phase for the detection of pyridine was 60% methanol in water (v/v, %) with a flow rate of 1.0 ml min\(^{-1}\), while for carbazole the mobile phase was 80% methanol in water (v/v, %) with a flow rate of 1.0 ml min\(^{-1}\). The detection of pyridine and carbazole were performed at a wavelength of 240 nm and 330 nm, respectively. Duplicate injections were performed for the analysis of each sample. The distribution coefficient (D) and extraction efficiency (E) were calculated by using the following equations, respectively:

\[
D = \frac{w_{i}^{\text{DES}}}{w_{i}^{\text{HFP}}} \\
E (%) = \frac{D}{a + D} \times 100
\]

where \(w_{i}^{\text{DES}}\) and \(w_{i}^{\text{HFP}}\) denote the mass fraction of solute in the DES phase and in the n-heptane phase, respectively, and \(a\) refers to the mass ratio of feed solution to DES.

**Solubility of n-heptane and selectivity**

Extractant was mixed with equal-mass pure n-heptane at 308 K for 1 h and then settled down at the same temperature to achieve a thorough phase separation. After that, sample of the extractant phase was taken and diluted by methanol for HPLC analysis of n-heptane. The HPLC system was the same with the analysis of N-compounds, except that the dual λ absorbance detector was replaced by a refractive index detector. The mass fraction solubility of n-heptane in DES can be used to calculate the selectivity of N-compounds to n-heptane with the following equation:

\[
S = \frac{D_{\text{n-compound}} \times D_{\text{DES}}}{D_{\text{heptane}} \times D_{\text{n-compound}} / (w_{\text{heptane}}^{\text{DES}} / w_{\text{heptane}}^{\text{HFP}})}
\]

where the mass fraction of n-heptane in the DES phase \(w_{\text{heptane}}^{\text{DES}}\) was approximately replaced by the mass fraction solubility of n-heptane in DES, and the mass fraction of n-heptane in the n-heptane phase \(w_{\text{heptane}}^{\text{HFP}}\) approximately equals 1.0 due to the low concentration of solutes in the n-heptane phase.

**Regeneration of DES**

The regeneration of DES was performed by the back extraction of N-compounds with pure n-heptane. After that, the DES was easily isolated using a separating funnel and recovered through rotary evaporation, followed by high vacuum drying at 333 K for the subsequent reuses.

**Calculation details**

The proton dissociation enthalpy of solvents was obtained by quantum chemical calculations with the using Gaussian 09 D.01 software.\(^3\) At first, the geometries of solvents and their
deprotonated anions were optimized at B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level with DFT-D3 empirical dispersion corrections (see Fig. S2 in Supporting Information). All the optimized geometries were confirmed to be minima on the potential energy surface via vibrational frequency analysis, and the enthalpy of each optimized geometry was obtained also via vibrational frequency analysis. Then, the proton dissociation enthalpy of a specific compound ($\Delta H$) was calculated as the by the following equation:

$$\Delta H = H(M^-) + H(H^+) - H(M)$$

where $H(M)$ and $H(M)$ were the calculated enthalpy of the deprotonated anion and the molecule at 298 K, respectively, and $H(H^+)$ was the proton gas-phase enthalpy at the standard conditions with a value of 6.19 kJ mol$^{-1}$.
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